
INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM AND ITS RELEVANCE

Intellectual freedom encompasses the freedom to hold, receive and disseminate ideas without . defend intellectual
freedom including The Universal Right to Free Expression and Importance of Education to Intellectual Freedom, and
drafts .

Moreover, as members of the academic community, librarians should have latitude in the exercise of their
professional judgment within the library, a share in shaping policy within the institution, and adequate
opportunities for professional development and appropriate reward. About a dozen respondents quoted this
ALA definition or explicitly referred to it. Likewise, most respondents reported few to no visits from law
enforcement seeking records or information. Once a formal challenge has been submitted, the library must
follow the procedures it has outlined for itself in the policy. The members of ALA created and periodically
update a series of documents that have been formally approved by the organization's governing body. Freedom
of information and of creative expression should be reflected in library exhibits and in all relevant library
policy documents. So why is a new fiscal year so significant? Intellectual Freedom Principles for Academic
Libraries An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights A strong intellectual freedom perspective is critical to
the development of academic library collections and services that dispassionately meet the education and
research needs of a college or university community. Knowing that the cultural understanding of these
freedoms is "neither universal or stable" is a call to action for all citizens, and specifically librarians. United
States A case in which the US Supreme Court deliberated whether a citizen's Fourth or Fifth Amendment
rights were violated when evidence to convict him of bootlegging was obtained through wiretapping. The
policy includes a description of the collection and describes the library's goals for the collection. In the
remaining part of this post, I will share a bit of my journey to answer this question. Intellectual freedom, then,
is assumed by the respondents to have an important place in academic libraries, yet this place may not be
explicitly communicated. However, other limitations suggested by the respondents differ quite a bit from the
ALA. Reconsideration policies become active when a person makes a formal request for a library to remove
material from the library's collection. Collection development policies are unique to each library. Pikes Peak
Library District  Notes 1 Legal statements that offer information to the court regarding a specific lawsuit. One
of the important aspects of living freely is allowing people intellectual freedom: the right to read, learn and
explore without limitations. Sections II and III of the Library Bill of Rights state, "Libraries should provide
materials and information presenting all points of view on current and historical issues. United States [ edit ]
Main article: Olmstead v. The word "celebrating" in combination with "banned books" may seem like an
oxymoron for those defending intellectual freedom. Collection development policies are created as a point of
transparency to allow the library to be clear about the material it will collect and the methods librarians will
use to evaluate material for inclusion in the collection. Policies should be in place that maintain confidentiality
of library borrowing records and of other information relating to personal use of library information and
services. Graduate library schools may offer courses that specifically address intellectual freedom and the
ethical tenets of librarianship or may include it throughout the school's curriculum. The countries that worked
to form the UN reached consensus believing the best way to maintain peace was to allow people to live freely,
without oppression. California [ edit ] Main article: Whitney v. This is also the focus of their signature annual
event, Banned Books Week. The ALA worked with the American Book Publishers Council to create a
common statement that was agreed upon by librarians, booksellers, and publishers Magi ; Garner, , p. One
example of an inclusive, tested, current collection development policy for a public library may be found on the
Pikes Peak Library District website. We look at how we performed inside the Associationâ€”and, even more
important, at our impact on libraries, on the people who make both the Association and libraries work, and on
all the communities served by libraries. Intellectual freedom manual. The material created and shared by the
OIF helps publicize the important work librarians do to prevent the censorship of library material. They are
free to decide upon how to use the information. From a letter dated November 15, , to Judith F. Merritt
participated in the defense and advocacy of intellectual freedom throughout his life in a variety of ways
including authoring numerous intellectual freedom and anti-censorship books and articles, editing the ALA's
Newsletter on Intellectual Freedom from to , as the first recipient of the Robert B. IFLA states: "The right to
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know is a requirement for freedom of thought and conscience; freedom of thought and freedom of expression
are necessary conditions for freedom of access to information. FTRF also participates in legal action to protect
intellectual freedom in all areas not just libraries , as a party involved in litigation or by submitting amicus
curiae 1 briefs when lawsuits align with the organization's mission Freedom to Read Foundation, b.
Intellectual freedom and librarianship[ edit ] The profession of librarianship views intellectual freedom as a
core responsibility. This field of study, also known as scientometrics, was pioneered by Eugene Garfield,
founder of the Institute for Scientific Information. World leaders worked together to attempt to secure
world-wide lasting peace by forming the United Nations and creating guiding documents. In his opinion on
the matter, Justice Brandeis delineates the role of freedom of thought to inform free speech, attributing the
value of intellectual freedom as a civil liberty to the founders of the United States, asserting: Those who won
our independence believed that the final end of the state was to make men free to develop their faculties.


